
EMULATION & DO-IT-YOURSELF PRODUCTS 

Why hunt, peck and fumble with manuals, cue cards or 
homemade templates when you could sail through emulation 
tasks?  Our labels are designed to take the confusion out of 
emulation by adding color-coded commands to your keys, while 
still allowing the original key characters to show through.  These 
kits support a range of keyboard configurations, depending on the 
brand of terminal emulation software.  

Let your PC save you $ with our
AS/400 5250, 5291 and 3270 
Emulation Label Kits.
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IDEACOMMTM 5250 EMULATION KIT            223-312-0303        14.95

5250 & 5291 STYLE EMULATION KIT	 #223-312-0269	 	$14.95�
�
PC & AT STYLE 5250 EMULATION KIT	   223-315-0266	   14.95�
�
PC & AT STYLE 5250 EMULATION KIT	   223-312-0709	   14.95�
WHITE PRINT FOR DARK KEYBOARDS

IBM 3270 VERSION 3.0 EMULATION KIT	  223-312-0275	  14.95�
�
IBM 3270 VERSION 3.0 EMULATION KIT	  223-312-0723	 	 14.95
WHITE PRINT FOR DARK KEYBOARDS

AS/400 EMULATION KIT	 	 		                     223-312-0584	 	 14.95

AS/400 EMULATION KIT	 	 		                     223-312-0711	 	 14.95
WHITE PRINT FOR DARK KEYBOARDS

DATA ENTRY LABEL KIT 	 		                     223-312-0661	 	 14.95

You design these templates so only the functions 
you need are written down.  When the software 
changes, erase and start over!  Made of die-cut 
durable material, these can be handy for macros, 
personally configured software, reminders about 
key functions-even teaching tools.  Perfect for 
students who like to write down each function as 
they learn it!  These templates are easy to remove 
so you can have one for each software package 
you are using.            

Make your own command prompts
with a "Do-It-Yourself" Template.

Customize your keyboard with our 
"Do-It-Yourself" Keytop Labels Kits!  
With this practical kit you can create custom and 
colorful keytop and keyfront labels.  Designed for  
users who want to redefine their keyboard legends, this 
high-quality, low-cost kit is the solution.  Each kit 
contains enough individual pieces to redefine up to 105 
keytops and 20 keyfronts in the following colors,:  red, 
blue, green, yellow, *ivory, *gray and transparent.  
Each kit comes with complete instructions for making 
your own keytop and keyfront labels. 
*(gray & ivory labels included for keytops only)

"DO-IT YOURSELF"
LABEL MAKING KIT                              #223-312-0576      $19.95

RAINBOW (Transparent Color) Kit    #223-312-0648     $14.95
   color-code your keys while still being able to read your 
   original legend. 
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Universal 15-Function Key Template #241-999-0070

Redefining keys is as easy as 1-2-3 
with Relegendable Keys!  

Hooleon's **Relegendable Keys are perfect for any 
point-of-sale, inventory, or situation where key 
functions change frequently.  Simply snap off the clear 
cap, slip in the new legend and snap the cap back on.  
Color coding relegendable keys is easy with our die-cut 
paper.  Sheets of die-cut colored paper are designed to 
provide area for top and front imprints of the 
relegendable keys. 

RELEGENDABLE KEYS  (size 1X) 	 **call for info       $ 2.25

**Because the shape of the keys varies from row to row, 
it is absolutely essential to contact a sales representative
when ordering relegendable keys to avoid receiving the
wrong key.

STANDARD (12 Function) 
TEMPLATE                                   #241-312-0038                     $3.79

UNIVERSAL (15 Function) 
TEMPLATE                                     241-999-0070                       3.79

IBM 3270-STYLE  (24 Function) 
TEMPLATE                                     223-312-0037                       3.79


